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The elastic properties of two-dimensional networks under tension are studied by the mean-Aeld ap-
proximation and Monte Carlo simulation. The networks are characterized by Axed (polymerized) con-
nectivity and either a square-well or a Hooke s-law interaction among their components. Both self-
avoiding and phantom networks are examined. The elastic properties of Hooke's-law networks at large
equilibrium length are found to be well represented by a mean-field model. All the networks investigated
show a negative Poisson ratio over a range of tension. At finite tension, the phantom networks exhibit a
phase transition to a collapsed state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional sheets or membranes have been used
to model the physical properties of a variety of systems
ranging from cells in biophysics [1] to particles in high-
energy physics [2]. The fundamental material parameters
of these membranes are their elastic constants, such as
the compression and shear modulus, as well as the bend-
ing rigidity. These quantities have been investigated
theoretically both for homogeneous [3—7] as well as
heterogeneous [8—12] membranes.

A particularly interesting quantity of any elastic body
is its Poisson ratio o., which is constructed from the bulk
and shear moduli. The Poisson ratio is a measure of the
strain in a transverse direction which results from a stress
applied longitudinally. In almost all known materials,
the experimentally measured Poisson ratio is positive,
which corresponds to a material which shrinks trans-
versely when stretched longitudinally. This behavior is
easily seen in an elastic band.

A negative Poisson ratio was found in a
renormalization-group study [5] of a tethered membrane
fluctuating about a planar mean conformation. This
behavior can be understood [13]by imagining a crumpled
sheet of paper. If one tries to pull out the folds again by
applying stress in one direction, the paper will stretch in
the perpendicular direction. In a subsequent study [11],
it was shown that the negative Poisson ratio persists even
if weak quenched disorder is included. In both cases, the
negative Poisson ratio arises from the entropic properties
of the network. Qualitatively speaking, the phase space
which becomes available for fluctuations perpendicular to
the direction of the applied stress increases with the ap-
plied stress.

More recently, we have shown that even for a mem-
brane, fluctuations in the third dimension are not re-
quired for a negative Poisson ratio, since a strictly two-

dimensional tethered membrane can exhibit this feature
too [7]. This membrane consists of a regular triangular
network of beads subject to a square-well interaction and
an entropic tension. Again, the negative Poisson ratio is
essentially an entropic eftect since the elasticity of the
tethers is entropic even though the tension provides a
contribution to the elasticity.

The entropic origin of a negative Poisson ratio is quite
different from models [14,15] in which a negative Poisson
ratio arises from the mechanics of a material's basic
building blocks by a clever arrangement of rods, disks,
and topological constraints, or from specific molecular
structures [16]. Motivation for such models has been
provided by the successful fabrication of foams [17] and
polymeric materials [14] which indeed show a negative
Poisson ratio.

In the present work we use mean-field approximations
and computer simulations of several diff'erent two-
dimensional networks to elucidate the role which energet-
ic, entropic, and topological factors play in the formation
of a negative Poisson ratio. Our models have their origin
in the "tethered network" model of Kantor, Kardar, and
Nelson [4,18], in which a membrane is represented by a
triangulated network of X vertices and 3X bonds. A
given vertex has sixfold coordination to a fixed set of
neighboring vertices, although the length and orientation
of each bond between vertices can change.

Here we investigate four different systems, each of
which has (i) either a square well or Hooke's law for the
bond potential energy and (ii) either bond-crossing al-
lowed or bond-crossing forbidden. In the square-well
models, the interaction is infinitely repulsive for distances
larger than a cutoA length. Our square-well networks
have a vanishing minimum distance between vertices, so
it is somewhat different from Refs. [4,18] where the
minimum distance is finite. For Hooke s-law springs,
there is no maximum cutoft length. The origin of the
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elasticity in the square-well and Hooke's-law networks
could be described as entropic and energetic, respectively.
Bond crossing (ii) implies that the network can penetrate
itself (or form a pleat) similar to the self-penetrating
phantom membrane in three dimensions [4,18]. With no
bond-crossing allowed, the membrane is self-avoiding.
These two types of networks allow us to probe a topology
dependence of the negative Poisson ratio.

The simulations are performed at finite tension [19].
For highly stretched membranes bond crossing is unim-
portant. However, at moderate tension, bonds may cross
frequently. Figure 1 shows two configurations from the
square-well simulations. Both simulations are performed
at the same tension and drawn at the same scale. In Fig.
1(a), bond crossing is forbidden while in Fig. 1(b) it is al-
lowed. Close inspection of Fig. 1(b) shows many situa-
tions in which there are crossed bonds. As will be shown,
at small tensions bond crossing has a strong efFect on
membrane behavior.

We investigate the elastic properties of these networks
for all four combinations of (i) and (ii) using mean-field
approximations and computer simulations. We find that

some of the properties are universal. In particular, the
negative value of the Poisson ratio appears in at least part
of the parameter space for all networks. On the other
hand, we find that a phase transition to a collapsed state
is specific to phantom membranes.

The paper is organized as follows. We first recall the
definitions of the elastic constants in Sec. II. Because of
its simplicity and use in many three-dimensional investi-
gations, the square-well potential is investigated first in
Sec. III. Next, the Hooke's-law network is studied in
Sec. IV. Each of these sections begins with a mean-field
approach to the networks to gain intuition about their
behavior, followed by the full simulation results. Phan-
tom networks of either interaction potential are observed
to collapse at small tensions, and an estimate of the col-
lapse tension is given in Sec. V. Our conclusions are sum-
marized in Sec. VI. Details of the computational tech-
niques are given in the Appendixes.

II. ELASTIC CONSTANTS AND POISSON RATIO

To put the discussion of elasticity on a mathematical
footing, consider a continuum model for a membrane
confined to a two-dimensional plane. This membrane is
described by two lateral displacement fields u& and u2,
which are functions of the reference coordinate system
(x„x2)attached to the membrane. The strain tensor for
this membrane is defined in terms of the displacement
fields by

where the indices i and j have values of 1 and 2. The gen-
eral expression for the elastic energy in terms of the
strain tensor is [20]

H,)= f d x (A, /2)(Tru) +pg u,2. (2)

where p and A, are called the Lame coe%cients. Equation
(2) can be rewritten as

H„=f d x [K~(u„+u22) /2

+@[(u„—u22) /2+2u, 2]],
where Kz and p are the area compressibility and shear
modulus, respectively. In two dimensions, A, and the
Poisson ratio o. are related to these elastic constants
through

(4)

FIG. 1. Sample configurations for square-well potential in-
teractions. Part (a) is a self-avoiding network while part (b) is
not self-avoiding. Both networks were simulated at
PPs,„=—4, have X= 144 vertices, and are drawn to the same
scale.

While the bulk and shear moduli are required to be
positive for mechanically stable systems, there is no such
condition on k and o.. Physically, a system with negative
o. expands transversely when stretched longitudinally.

III. SQUARE-WELL INTERACTION

The first network which we investigate has a square-
well (SW) potential governing the bond energies. We
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choose a potential which is infinitely repulsive for bond
length x larger than a cutoff length s,„andzero other-
wise:

0 for O~x ~s
+~ for x)s

(6a)

(6b)

Thus the membrane area per vertex cannot exceed
(3' /2)s,„.The membrane is also subject to a negative
pressure or tension P & 0, which enters as the dimension-
less quantity PPs,„,where P is the inverse temperature.

A. Mean-field expectations

To gain some intuition about the elastic properties of
the square-well network, we use a crude mean-field argu-
ment in which we ignore correlations between the
different vertices. Then the physics of the network can be
derived from that of a single vertex. Recalling from Fig.
1 that an elementary triangle of the network contains half
a vertex, we take a parallelogram (rhomboid) to be the
"unit cell*' associated with a single vertex. We fix one
side of the parallelogram to lie along the positive x axis
and have length s, . The other side has length s2 and
makes an angle P with the x axis. The square-well poten-
tial restricts the variables to lie in the range 0 ~ s& +s
0 & sz &s,„,and 0 & P & Po, where the angle Po is given
by

for 0&(s, +s2)/s, „&1
C

arccos [(s, +s
&
—s,„)/(2s, s2 ) ]

(7a)

for 1 & (s, +s2)/s, „&2 . (7b)

Equation (7b) arises from the network triangle constraint
that the diagonal opposite to the angle P must have a
length less than s

The partition function for the single vertex then reads

Z= f ds, f ds2sz f dP exp[ —PPs, s2sin(P)], (8)

where P is the inverse temperature and P & 0 is the pres-
sure, taken to be negative here to represent a tension.
Since the area a„belonging to the vertex is given by
s, seisin(P), the mean area of the vertex (a„)can be cal-
culated as

(a, ) = f ds, f ds2s2 fdgs, szsin(P)

X exp[ —PPs, seisin(P)]/Z . (9)

(12)

B. Monte Carlo simulations

The details of the simulation are summarized in the
Appendixes. Essentially, a rectangular "patch" of the
membrane with periodic boundary conditions is simulat-
ed using standard Monte Carlo techniques for N=144
vertices. The elastic constants are determined by the
fluctuations in the membrane size. The statistical uncer-
tainties are in the 10% range for the elastic constants.

In this section, we discuss and compare results from
the self-avoiding and phantom membranes. The most ob-
vious difference in the behavior of these networks can be
seen in the area per vertex ( 2 ) /N. This is shown in Fig.
3, which also shows the area per vertex from. the simple
mean-field calculation. First, one sees that for tensions

30.0

(6

O
O
O

65
LU

25.0—

20.0—

15.0—
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5.0—
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~ [)K&s

~ Pp,sin
~ [34

The shear modulus p is determined through Young's
moduli which can be obtained from the Auetuations in
the x and y directions as described in Appendix B.

The results for Ez, p and A, =K& —p, obtained from
the mean-field argument, are shown in Fig. 2. One can
see that at large tension (negative pressure), the compres-
sion modulus substantially exceeds the shear modulus
and the Lame coefficient A, is positive as is the Poisson ra-
tio. In fact, as the tension becomes very large, the ratio
of Kz /p approaches the limiting value of 2 expected for
a harmonic network [4]. At more modest tension, the
compression modulus decreases compared to the shear
modulus, and finally at a critical pressure of about
PP,s,„=—7, I, and o. become negative. The Poisson ra-
tio is observed to be negative over the range of tensions
0~ —P ~ —P, in the mean-field model.

An analogous expression holds for the mean value (f ) of
any function f (s&,s2, $). For a large number N of these
vertices, the total mean area ( A ) becomes

0.0—

(a)=N&a, &

with a variance of

(10)
-5.0

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

—/Ps~,
„

8.0 10.0 12.0

from the central limit theorem. Hence an approximation
to the compressibility modulus of the network is just

FICi. 2. Elastic constants pK„s2,„,pps „,and pcs,„ob-
tained from a mean-field approximation to the square-well net-
work shown as a function of PPs
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FIG. 3. Normalized area per vertex ( A )/1Vs, „asa func-
tion of tension PPs,

„

for the square-well network. The figure
shows results for both the self-avoiding and phantom mem-
branes as well as the mean-field estimate. Estimated uncertain-
ties are approximately 1%.

FIG. 4. Shear modulus Pps, „asa function of normalized
area per vertex ( A )/Ns2,

„

for the square-well network. The
figure shows results for both the self-avoiding and phantom
membranes as well as the mean-field estimate.

greater than PPs,„)5, th—e areas of the two networks
are essentially the same. This is to be expected as the net-
works approach the large area limit of A/Ns, „=—,'v'3,
where the bonds cannot intersect and the self-avoidance
issue is irrelevant. It is also interesting to note that the
mean-field expression for the area is a reasonable approxi-
mation to the full self-avoiding network. The mean-field
result parallels the full network, but is typically about
10—15 % lower.

The most interesting feature of Fig. 3 is the collapse of
phantom membranes at PPs,„(—3.4. This behavior is
similar to that of phantom membranes with free bound-
ary conditions embedded in three dimensions [18]. From
Fig. 3, the collapse transition appears to be second order.
The reason for the collapse is the large entropy gain
which the network receives from the configuration space
available when bond crossing is allowed. As a technical
point, the simulation data near the collapse transition are
taken with N=576 because the intervertex separations
confIict with the small values of L and I.~ in the periodic
boundary conditions, making the X= 144 data unreliable.

The behavior of the shear modulus Pps,
„

is shown as
a function of the normalized area per vertex ( A ) /Ns
in Fig. 4. Over much of the range investigated, both net-
works show the same shear modulus at equivalent areas,
although not at equivalent pressures. As one would ex-
pect, as the membrane becomes less stretched, fluctua-
tions in the intervertex separation decrease the shear (and
compression) modulus. Since at larger tension, where the
membrane is highly stretched, all triangles have a similar
(equilateral) shape, the mean field does a good job in
representing the shear modulus in this regime. At low
tension, there is a greater variety of single triangle shapes

(see Fig. 1) and the agreement is not as good.
Finally, in Fig. 5 we show the Poisson ratio o.. For

both self-avoiding and phantom networks there is a range
of areas (or tensions) for which o is negative. At very
large tension, we expect o. to be positive, since in the har-
monic limit we should have Ez =2p or o.=—,'. Similarly,

1.0

0.5-

SQUARE WELL NETWORK
~ Self-avoiding net
~ Phantom net
~ Mean field

0.0—

-0.5—

-1.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

&A&/Ns

FIG. 5. Poisson ratio o. as a function of normalized area per
vertex ( A )/Ns,

„

for the square-well network. The figure
shows results for both the self-avoiding and phantom mem-

branes as well as the mean-field estimate.
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at positive pressure where the networks behave more like
ideal gases, 0. should also be positive. It is only in the in-
termediate tension regime where negative values are ob-
tained. The mean field also predicts negative values for o.
over a range in tension which roughly corresponds to the
values obtained in the simulation. We note that both the
self-avoiding and phantom networks show the same value
for cr if the network area exceeds about 60% of its fully
stretched area.

P/k = —3', as expected from the instability predicted
by Eq. (16).

The shear modulus p can be obtained by considering
an area-preserving displacement of one of the vertices in
a direction parallel to the side of the mean-field triangle
opposite the vertex. To be specific, suppose that the base
of the mean-field equilateral triangle with length s lies
along the x axis. If we displace the vertex opposite the
base by an amount es in the x direction, then the mean-
field free energy per vertex changes by

IV. HOOKE'S-LAW INTERACTION b f, =km $ [1—
—,'($O/$ )I . (19)

V1I„=(k/2)($—$O) (13)

An alternative network which we can use to explore
the domain of negative Poisson ratio is a network of
Hooke's-law (HL) springs. We parametrize the Hooke's
law potential as

Now the diagonal elements of the strain tensor for this
deformation vanish, and the off-diagonal elements ob-
tained from Eq. (1), are u12=u2, =e/3' H.ence the
change in the elastic free energy density is hH,

&
=2pe /3.

Eliminating $0 from Eq. (19) and dividing it by the area
per vertex, we find that the shear modulus is

where k is the spring constant and so is the equilibrium
length. Here, there are two length scales in the problem:
$o and (Pk) ', where P is the inverse temperature. We
choose to absorb k into the units, so so is quoted in units
of (Pk) '/ and a dimensionless tension is P/k & 0.

A. Mean-field estimates

p/k =(3' /4)(1 —3' P/k)

Finally, Eqs. (18) and (20) yield

A, /k =(3' /4)[1+5P/(3' k)I

cr=[1+5P/(3 k)I /[3 P/(3 k)I—

(20)

(21a)

(21b)

f„=(k/2)[3($—$0) +3' P$ /kI .

At fixed pressure, the equilibrium spring length s is

(14)

Since the elasticity of the Hooke's law network is of en-
ergetic origin, a mean-field estimate of its elastic con-
stants can be obtained by calculating the energy of partic-
ular deformations around an equilibrium conformation of
equilateral triangles. The equilibrium conformation at a
given pressure follows from minimizing the free energy
per vertex f„,

Equations (18), (20), and (21) reduce to the harmonic
network expressions at zero tension, as one would expect.
These simple expressions for K~, p and k are plotted in
Fig. 6 for tension P/k & 0. Note that all of these expres-
sions are independent of so. As with the square-well net-
work, there is a region of the tension 3' /5& —P/k
& 3' over which A, and o are negative.

We expect this mean-field estimate to be reliable when
the fluctuations in the spring length are small compared

3.0
$ =$O/(1+P/3'/ k),

from which the equilibrium area per vertex is

(0 ) =(3 2/2)$2={31/2/2)$ /(1+p/3 / k)

(15)

(16)

HOOKE'S LAW IN MEAN FIELD

20 o KA/k

This expression shows us that the area expands without
bound when P /k & —3'/, independent of the value of $0.
Thus the mean-field network is unstable for P/k & —3'/,
a characteristic of all the Hooke s-law simulations which
we report.

Consider now the situation in which there is a uniform
stretching about $, say $=(1+a)$, where e is small.
Then the change in the free energy per vertex associated
with this deformation is

M

O

C3
~~
M
05

UJ

1.0,

0.0

-1.0

-2.0—

b f, =(3k/2)e $ (1+P/3'/ k) . (17)

/k —(31/2/2) [ 1 +p/(31/2k) I (18)

Note that the compression modulus vanishes at

We divide this expression by the area per vertex ( a„)
to obtain the change in energy density, which can be
compared with the expression AH,

&
=2%~@ for this de-

formation from Eq. (3). Thus we predict that

-3.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 3.5 2.0

-P/I|;

FIG. 6. Elastic constants E& /k, p/k, and A, /k obtained from
a mean-field approximation to a Hooke's-law network, shown as
a function of tension I'/k. In this mean-field approximation,
the elastic constants are independent of spring length so ~
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to the equilibrium length, i.e., ((s —s ) ) ((s . Using
Eqs. (14) and (15), this criterion becomes

2.0

s, /(Pk)' '»(I+P/3' 'k)/3' ' (22)

1.5

B. Monte Carlo simulations

Our simulations for the Hooke's-law network are per-
formed in the same way as the square-well network of
Sec. III. However, the Hooke's-law parameter space is
much larger because we examine the dependence of the
elastic properties on the equilibrium length so as well as
on the tension. We first discuss self-avoiding networks
and then report a more limited set of simulations with
phantom networks. Throughout this section, the basic
length unit is (Pk)

In the mean-field approach outlined in Sec. IV A, the
area per vertex at zero tension is (3'~ /2)ski, a quantity
which we define as ao. The mean-field prediction of Eq.
(16) can then be rewritten as

1.0

0.5

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0

-P/k

1.5 2.0

( a ) /Xa, =(1+P/3'"k)-' (23)

This expression is compared with the full simulation for
self-avoiding networks in Fig. 7. One can see that the
simulations rapidly converge to the mean-field results at
so =1. We have not shown the area of networks at so ) 1

since they are almost identical to the mean-field results.
The figure also shows that the area expands dramatically
as P/k appr—oaches 3', as expected from the mean-
field approximation.

The behavior of the compression modulus is shown in
Fig. 8 for self-avoiding networks. Again, the agreement

100.0

10.0
Z'.

V

1.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0

-p/k

FICx. 7. Normalized area per vertex ( A ) /Xao as a function
of tension P/k for the Hooke's-law network. The figure shows
the mean-field prediction and results for the self-avoiding (SA)
network with equilibrium spring length so =

2 and 1 in units of
(Pk) '~ . Estimated uncertainties are approximately 1%.

FIG. 8. Compression modulus K& /k as a function of tension
P/k for the Hooke's-law network. The figure shows the mean-
field estimate and results for the self-avoiding network with
equilibrium spring length so = —' and 1 in units of (Pk)

with the mean-field predictions improves with increasing
so and P/k exactly a—s the criterion of Eq. (22) predicts.
However, one must go to much larger so before the
agreement becomes as good as is observed for the area in
Fig. 7. The simulations show that the networks become
more difFicult to compress the smaller the elementary tri-
angle size becomes. This can be seen either by varying so
at fixed P/k (most obvious at P/k=0) or by varying
P /k at fixed equilibrium length so.

The shear modulus is shown in Fig. 9 for self-avoiding
Hooke's-law networks. As with Figs. 7 and 8, there is a
discrepancy between the simulation and the mean-field
results at small so. However, the disagreement is reduced
as the spring length increases and the agreement is very
good for so =4 over the range of tensions investigated.

The Poisson ratio obtained from the shear and
compression moduli is shown in Fig. 10. Here we find
very little change of a with spring length except for very
small tensions. Further, the agreement with the mean-
field calculation is excellent over most of the pressure
range. As with the square-well interaction, there is a sub-
stantial tension range for which cr and A, are negative.

All of the Hooke's-law simulations reported thus far in
this section are for self-avoiding (SA) networks. If we
drop the self-avoidance constraint, then the network
behavior changes radically for small tensions, just as it
does for phantom square-well networks. We begin our
discussion of self-avoidance effects by examining the area
per vertex, shown in Fig. 11. A rapid decrease in area is
observed for the phantom membrane as —P/k is re-
duced. For the networks shown with so=1, at a tension
of around —P/k =0.6 the membrane becomes very high-
ly overlapping, with the area per vertex appearing to go
to zero. The transition tension depends on so, and is
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FIG. 9. Shear modulus p/k as a function of tension P/k for
the Hooke's-law network. The figure shows the mean-field esti-
mate and results for the self-avoiding network with equilibrium
spring length so = —', 1, and 4 in units of (Pk)

larger (i.e., P lk is more negative) for smaller values of so.
For s0 near zero, the membrane collapses as soon as the
tension is reduced only slightly from —3' . At the other
extreme, networks with sp =4 collapse only near zero ten-
sion.

The behavior of the elastic constants in the phantom
network also deviates from the self-avoiding network

-P/}l

FIG. 11. Normalized area per vertex ( A ) /Nao as a function
of tension P/k for the Hooke's-law network. The figure shows
the mean-field prediction and results for the self-avoiding (SA)
and phantom (non-SA) networks with equilibrium spring length
so= 1 in units of (Pk) '~~. Estimated uncertainties are approxi-
mately 1 %%uo.

near the collapse tension. Examples of this are shown in
Figs. 12 and 13 for phantom and SA networks with
s0=1. However, as Fig. 13 emphasizes, the negative
Poisson ratio is not restricted to self-avoiding mem-
branes, and the phantom network has negative o. over its
entire stability range.

1.0

0.5—

HOOKE'S LAW NETWORK
o Mean field
a s =1/2 SA net
~ sp ——1 SA net
~ s0= 4 SA net

2.0

HOOKE'S LAW NETWORK

~ mean field

~ s0=1 SA net
~ s0=1 non-SA net

0.0
1.0

-0.5—
0.5

-1.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0

-P/k

1.5 2.0

-P/k

FIG. 10. Poisson ratio o. as a function of tension P/k for the
Hooke's-law network. The figure shows the mean-field estimate
and results for the self-avoiding network with equilibrium
spring length so =—', 1, and 4 in units of (Pk)

FIG. 12. Compression modulus I( ~ /k as a function of ten-
sion P/k for the Hooke's-law network. The figure shows the
mean-field prediction and results for the self-avoiding (SA) and
phantom (non-SA) networks with equilibrium spring length
so = 1 in units of (Pk)
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FIG. 13. Poisson ratio cr as a function of tension P/k for the
Hooke's-law network. The figure shows the mean-field predic-
tion and results for the self-avoiding (SA) and phantom (non-

SA) networks with equilibrium spring length so = 1 in units of
(Pk)

—1/2

V. PHANTOM-MEMBRANE COLLAPSE

Both the square-well and Hooke's-law phantom mem-
branes collapse to a highly compact form at small ten-
sions. This type of collapse is reminiscent of phantom
polymerized membranes in three embedding dimensions.
In this section, we present an argument for why such a
collapse should occur and we provide a coarse estimate of
the tension at the collapse transition.

It can be seen from comparing Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) that
domains of bond crossing appear to occur in lines (rather
than be isolated or occur in patches) in phantom square-
well networks. We show in Fig. 14 sample configurations
of phantom Hooke's-law networks with so = 1 where this
phenomenon also is present. In Fig. 14(a), the tension of
—I'/k =0.8 keeps the membrane well stretched while in
Fig. 14(b) the tension of P/k =0.7 is c—lose to the col-
lapse point (about P/k =0.6). The re—gions where ele-
mentary triangles have small area or are folded over on
themselves are clearly chainlike.

Figures 1 and 14 suggest that the networks resemble
domains of average area triangles separated by boun-
daries of zero area or reversed triangles. Let us formulate
a model for the collapse transition for the square-well
network in terms of chains of zero-area triangles. Sup-
pose there are I zero-area triangles on a line or fold. As
the co11apse point is neared, each triangle on the fold
reduces the area of the network by about half of the fully
stretched area per triangle [i.e., half of (3'~ /4)s, „],ac-
cording to Fig. 3. A chain of L triangles results in an in-
crease of the pressure contribution to the free energy of
(L/2)( —P/k)(3'i /4)s2,„.

Since there are many paths for the chain to take
through the network, then the increase in the free energy

FIG. 14. Sample configurations for Hooke's-law networks.
Part (a) is a self-avoiding network at —P/k =0.8 while part (b)
is a phantom network at —P/k=0. 7. Both networks have
X= 144 vertices and are drawn to the same scale.

from the pressure contribution is o6'set by a decrease in
the free energy from the entropy. If the path can branch
to the left or right at each triangle, then there are roughly
2 paths for each starting point on the boundary. The
entropy associated with the paths then results in a de-
crease in the free energy of (L ln2)/p, where p is the in-
verse temperature. Equating the pressure and entropy
contributions to the free energy gives a collapse transition
tension of

PPs,„=8ln2/3—' =3.2 . (24)

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We determine the elastic constants of four networks
which are classified as self-avoiding or phantom and

That this estimate is so close to the actual transition ten-
sion of pPs „=3.4 is —entirely fortuitous, since our
counting of the chain configurations and our estimates of
their areas is very crude. However, the picture we obtain
is that the collapse is characterized by the formation of
chains of reversed or zero-area triangles.
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which have either a square-well or Hooke's-law interac-
tion between membrane elements. All of the networks
show regions of tension in which the Poisson ratio is neg-
ative. Mean-field approximations to these networks qual-
itatively predict their behavior and are in quantitative
agreement with the full simulations for the networks at
large tension. Both of the two-dimensional phantom net-
works which we investigate show the interesting property
that they collapse at a critical value of the tension. The
tension at the collapse transition can be qualitatively es-
timated by a model in which the collapse is characterized
by chains of zero-area triangles separating domains of
average-area triangles.

Our results show that one can achieve a negative Pois-
son ratio for two-dimensional materials without a compli-
cated design for their components, provided the materials
are subject to an isotropic tension. We find universally
that o. &0 in some tension range irrespective of whether
the elasticity is of energetic (Hooke's law) or entropic
(square well) origin. Likewise, even phantom membranes
which have fewer topological constraints show this
behavior.
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APPENDIX A: SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

The two-dimensional membrane in our computational
model is represented by a fixed number (N) of vertices
linked together by a fixed number (3N) of straight fiexible
bonds. The coordination of each vertex is sixfold. The
minimal extension of the bonds is zero, and the maximal
extension depends on the interaction potential, as de-
scribed in Secs. II or III. The bonds have fixed connec-
tivity in that their ends are always attached to the same
vertices. There is no resistance to in-plane "bending" of
the bonds with respect to each other.

The simulations are performed using a Metropolis
Monte Carlo technique, in which an appropriately
weighted sample set of configurations is generated by
computer. We consider two different ways in which the
vertices which define the network can move. In one case,
bonds may not intersect each other, meaning that the net-
work has no pleats and is self-avoiding. In the other case,
bonds are allowed to intersect and the network is a phan-
tom membrane. Each trial move is accepted with the
Boltzmann weight exp( Pb,H), where AH is the—energy
change associated with the move. In the simulation, a
sweep across the membrane involves a number of steps.

(i) All simulations. An attempt is made to change the
position of each vertex by choosing a new position ran-
domly from within a square box of length 2l to the side
centered on the old position. We choose 1=0.1l„where
l, is the elementary length scale in the simulation and is
equal to s,

„

in the square-well interaction or (Pk) '~ in
the Hooke's-law interaction.

(ii) Self auoiding netw-orks. Each vertex is common to
several triangles. The area of each of these triangles is

equal to half of the absolute value of the cross product of
the dis placement vectors associated with two bonds
which define the triangle. If a vertex crosses a bond dur-
ing a move, then the signed area (no absolute value)
changes sign. Hence self-avoidance is enforced by requir-
ing the signed areas of all triangles associated with a ver-
tex not change during an attempted move. The restric-
tion is not enforced for phantom membranes.

A rectangular membrane "patch" subject to periodic
boundary conditions in the x and y directions is used in
the simulations. An isobaric simulation is performed by
allowing the rectangle lengths I. and I. to vary indepen-
dently; that is, the ensemble is NPT rather than NAT.
There is one trial move to rescale the rectangle size per
sweep. The rescaling moves are accepted with a pseudo-
Boltzmann factor [19]

W'=exp[ PPb 3 +—N ln(1+ 6 A /3)], (A 1)

where P is the pressure and 6 A is the difference in the
area (A =L,L ) —before and after the rescaling. In these
simulations, the membrane is under tension, so we exam-
ine only negative pressures P & 0.

For all but a few special cases, we set N=144 and gen-
erate 1000 configurations for a given point in parameter
space. That is, 1000 configurations are generated for
each PPs2,

„

in the square-well case or for each [P/k,
so(Pk) '

] combination in the Hooke's-law case. Each
configuration is separated by a time r= N(l, /l) —Monte
Carlo sweeps. Each initialization for a given parameter
set is allowed to relax for 10~ before sample collection
commences. More than 5 X 10 attempted moves are
made on each vertex in a given set of configurations. The
entire simulation required approximately 10 CPU months
on a 33-MHz MIPS R 3000 processor.

APPENDIX B:
ELASTIC CONSTANTS VIA FLUCTUATIONS

(82)

The area compression modulus Kz is determined from
the area fluctuations

(83)

Finally, the shear modulus p is obtained from Y and Kz
via

p= YE~ /(4Ã~ —Y), (84)

where the average of Y„and Y is used for Y in Eq. (84).
For the mean-field estimates quoted in Sec. III A, we re-
place L by si and L by s2sing. Mean values such as
&si & can then be obtained easily by three-dimensional
numerical integration of expressions such as Eq. (9).

The elastic constants of a two-dimensional material can
be determined as follows. Two independent determina-
tions of Young's modulus, Y and Y, are made from
fluctuations of the rectangle length in the x and y direc-
tions respectively:

(81)
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